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2012-2013 1st Life-wide Learning Day (5X) 
 
Class Name Photo Description 
5A Chan Kwong Nai 

 

On the left, there’re factors leading teenagers to 
smoke, such as families and friends. On the 
right, different drugs are shown with their 
properties and drawbacks. 
 

5A Cheung Tsz Chung 

 

The drug information centre provides a lot of 
useful knowledge about the negative impacts 
and serious warning about each drug. It brings 
out the most important message of "never take 
drugs" 
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5A Kwok Ka Lok 

 

Description: There is a lot of information about 
the negative impacts of taking drugs. It is 
effective to prevent teenagers taking drugs. The 
guide is sincere to tell us taking drugs is 
harmful to us. 

5A Wong Yeut Ching 

 

The drugs showed above are named as MDMA, 
which are commonly found at clubs, raves 
and parties. They are one of the most popular 
drugs among young drug abusers. 
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5B Poon Chun Kiu 

 

This photo shows the common way of using 
hemp. People usually warp the hemp in a piece 
of paper and burn it, like smoking. However, it 
is longer and thinner than ordinary cigarette. 

5C Lai Yee Man 

 

It is a drug called Cannabis sativa, which make 
people addicted. If we try the first time, 
we cannot stop ourselves easily. 
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5E Chau Iris 

 

In the photo, several games are installed in 
the computer. It talks about the drawbacks of 
taking drugs, for instance increasing frequency 
of excretion.  
 

5E Cheng Chun Lok 

 

This photo is showing a game called "尿頻搏命

走". This drawback of taking drugs is really 
unbelievable. The drug abuser in the game 
need to find a toilet in a short time. Finally, i 
lose in the game. Incontinence occurred. Taking 
drugs is a very stupid decision. 
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5E Lo Wai Cheung 

 

We went to the Drug Education Centre in 
life-wide learning day. This photo shows one of 
our activities: playing games to learn the 
bad effect of taking and abusing drug. 

5E Tang Chi On 

 

The name of drug in the photo is Ecstasy and it 
is usually used when dancing or in party as it 
will make people exciting .One of the harmful 
effect is causing death due to overheat or lack 
of water of the body. 
 

 


